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Introduction

For an integer k ~ 0 let

(0.1)

stand for (k+2)-dimensional hyperbolie space. Here we shall be eoncerned with two models
of 'Hk+2 • We write:

(0.2)

for the hyperboloid or upper half-space model,respectively.

Assume that r is a discontinuos group of hyperbolic motions so that r\1-l k+2 has finite
hyperbolie volume. A central theme in Selberg's theory of harmonie analysis on weakly
symmetrie spaces is the study of the speetral theory of -~ aeting on a suitable dense
subspace of L 2(r\'H k+2 )·. Here ~ denotes the Laplace-Beltrami operator attached to the
hyperbolie metne. The operator

is known to be essentially self-adjoint and positive. Here cgo(r\'Hk+2 ) stands for the space
of r -invariant funetions on 'Hk+2 which are infinitely differentiable and have compact
support modulo f. Let -6. be the unique self-adjoint extension of -~. The eontinuous
spectrum of -6. is easy to describe. It is empty if f\ 'Hk+2 is compaet and equal to the
intervall [( k+ 1)2 /4, 00 [ otherwise. Even a description of the continuous part of the speetral
family cau be given in terms of the analytieally continued Eisenstein senes. The diserete
spectrum of -Li is a discrete subset of [O,oo[ containing O. Apart from the usual theory
for spectra of Laplace-Beltrami operators on Riemannian manifolds of finite volume very
little more is known about the discrete spectrum. As a general notation we write:

(0.3) >t1

for the smallest eigenvalue i= 0 of -Li on L 2(r\?-i k+2 ).

In dimension two there is a famous eonjecture of Selberg ([62]) which cau be stated in
the following way. The group SL2 (lR) acts in a natural way on the upper half-plane IH2

and 811 subgroups of.finite index in SL2(~) act discontinuously and with a quotient of
finite volume on IH2

. The conjecture of Selberg says: If r is a congruence subgroup of the
modular group SL2 (1l), then we have

(0.4)

that is, the non-trivial discrete spectrum is contained in the continuous one. This COll

jecture is known to be very deep and to have profound consequences. It is known to be
a consequence of the general conjectures of Langlands. It is also known that there are
subgroups r of finite index in SL2(~) so that Ar is arbitrarily smail. See for example the
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chapters by Randol in [9]. So far, Selberg's conjecture has been proved ooly for a rather
small set of congrueoce subgroups of the modular group. The first general non-triviallower
bound for Ar was established by Selberg [62] who proved that:

(0.5) Ar> ~
1 - 16

for all congruence subgroups of the modular group. The strict inequality Ar > 3/16 was
proved by Gelbart and Jacquet [24] by means of a lift from GL(2) to GL(3). Despite
considerable efforts a strictly larger lower bound that holds for al1 congruence subgroups
has not been established so far. We refer to the recent papers of Iwaniec [34-39] and the
references in these papers for a survey on the state of the art with respect to Se1berg's
conjecture.

Se1berg's proof of (0.51 is based on an ingenious argument that re1ates the existence of
smal1 eigenvalues of -ß to the abscissa of convergence of the Dirich1et series:

( )
~ S(m,n;c)

Z m, n; s = L.J lcl28 .

c:#O

where S(m, n; c) denotes the usual Kloosterman sumo Then Weil's estimate of Kloosterman
sums [68] guaranties that Z(m, n; s) is holomorphic in a suitable half-plane. This yields
that the crucial poles do not exist and (0.5) follows.

In the case of dimension 3 the groups SL2 ( 0) serve as a kind of substitute for the rational
modular group. Here, 0 denotes the ring of integers in some imaginary quadratic number
field. The continuous spectrum of -6. on L2 (r\lH3

) is equal to the interval [1,00[. So far,
the analogue of Selberg's conjecture for dimension 3, that is

(0.6)

(0.7)

has been proved only in the special examples r = SL2 (71[i]) and r = 8L2(7.1[R]) (see
[18]). The analogue of (0.5) for all groups 8L2(0) is due to Sarnak [58], who proved that

Ar > ~
1 - 4

Sarnak's proof adapts Selberg's arguments to the three-dimensional case. His method also
works for all congruence subgroups of the groups 8L2 (0).

In the present paper we generalize Selberg's result to congruence groups acting on the
higher dimensional spaces.

Our results can conveniently be stated in tenns of the hyperboloid model IK k+2
. The

space IKk+2 is naturally acted on by the component of the identity 80°(1, k + 2) of the
orthogonal group 80(1, k + 2). Identifying the group 80°(1, k + 2) with the group of
orientation preserving isometries of IK k+2 we get an identification:

(0.8) 80°(1, k + 2)/SO(k + 2).
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The orthogonal group SO(k + 2) is the stabilizer of a suitable point in JKk+2. The congru
ence subgroups of SOO(l, k+2) are constructed in the following way. Let Q be a quadratic
form with rational coefficients which is of signature (1, k + 2). The group of units

acts via

on JKk+2. A subgroup r < SOk+3(1l, Q) is called a congruence subgroup if it contains

for some eE 'll \ {O}. The symbol Mk+3 ('ll) stands for the ring of (k +3) x (k +3) matrices
over 'll. For each group r the quotient f\lK k+2 is always of finite volume, it is compact if
and only if Q is Q-arusotropic.

Theorem A. Let k ~ 0 be an integer. Let Q be a quadratie form with rational
coeffieients. Assume that Q is of signature (1, k + 2) and isotropie over (Q. For any
congruence subgroup r < SOk+3(~' Q) we have

>
if k = 0,

if k > O.

The ease k = 0 is easily derived from Selberg's result (0.5) using the exceptional isomor
phism:

The result in Theorem A was announced by the authors in [16]. Li, Piatetski- Shapiro
and Sanlak [45] have recently also announced the same result.The proof indicated by Li,
Piatetski- Shapiro and Sarnak seems to be quite different from ours.

Notice that the Theorem of Hasse and Minkowski implies that there are no rational
anisotropie quadratic forms Q of signature (1, k + 2) if k ~ 2. In the remaining cases
(k = 1,2) a result analogous to (0.5) and (0.7) can be derived from Langlands' correspon
dence; see for example [17].

In prineiple, our proof of Theorem A is based on Selberg's approach using the upper half
space modellH k+2 of hyperbolie spaee.Instead of SOk+3 ( (Q, Q) we work with Spink+3 (<Q, Q)
and its congruence subgroups f.Theorem A is then deduced using the spin-homomorphism:

(0.9)
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We use a particular representation of Spink+3(Q, Q) as a Vahlen group SVk(Q, q) of cer
tain (2 x 2)- matrices over a rational Clifford algebra C(q) defined for a negative definite
quadratic form q suitably related with Q. If q is any negative definite quadratic form over
Q in k variables, then the group SVk(IR, q) acts nahlIally on the upper half-space model
lH k+2

• We develop the necessary background on Clifford algebras, the VaWen group and
arithmetic subgroups of the Vahlen group in paragraphs 1, 2. In particular, we define suit
able congruence subgroups of SV k (Q, q) in paragraph 3 and relate them to the congruence
subgroups of 0k+3(Q, Q) for an appropriate quadratic form Q.

An important idea in Selberg's approach is to introduce suifable Poincare series and to
compute the inner product of these series. Here our work was inspired by recent develop
ments due to Bump,Deshouillers, Friedberg,Goldfeld,Iwaniec,Kuznetsov,Piatetski-Shapiro
and Stevens (see [6,7,13,23,25-28,34-39,43,52,65]).

We develop the necessary machinery for OUf case in paragraphs 8, 9. There a certain
Dirichlet series

(0.10) Z( .) = L S(jJ., v; ,)
fL, v, S (_)'

" &i

the so-called Linnik-Selberg series, comes up, and the half-plane of absolute convergence
of this series is intimately connected with the small eigenvalues of -.6. (see §10). The
coefficients of (0.10) are a new type of Kloosterman sums attached to Vahlen groups, and
one of the most difficult parts of this work is to establish non-trivial bounds for these
generalized I(loosterman sums. We define the generalized Kloosterman sums in paragraph
4, and in paragraph 5 we decompose them into certain local factors Sp(p, v; ,). These
local factors are related with classical I(loosternlan sums in paragraph 6, and then Weil's
estimate [68] gives estimates for the Sp(fll Vj ,).

This approach is different from the method indicated in [16]. In [16] our computations of the
coefficients was less specific than in the present paper. We then had to use other estimates
for exponential sums from Deligne's theory [12]. We here only need Weil 's bound. This,
of course, means a noticeable simplification with respect to the tools used. Our estimates
for the Sp(p, v; ,) combined with certain results on congruential representation numbers
of quadratic fonns lead in paragraph 7 to the result that

(0.11) Z(jJ., v; s) converges absolutely for Re s > k +1/2

whenever k ~ 1 and jJ., v are both nonzero. We also have proved that Z(J.L, v; s) has a
meromorphic continuation to the entire complex plane. This will be reported on in a
subsequent publication.

In paragraph 10 we then deduce from (0.11) that:

(0.12) Ar > 2k +1
1- 4
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whenever k > 0 is an integer, q is a negatively definite rational quadratic form in k
variables and r < SV k( Q, Q) is a congruence subgroup.

The case k = 1 is just Saxnak's result (0.7). Dur proof works uniformly only in case k 2:: 2.
We indicate in paragraph 7 the changes which have to be made to obtain Sarnalc's result.

The result (0.12) implies Theorem A and also the following:

Theorem B. Let k > 0 be an integer and Q a rational quadratic form which is of
signature (1, k + 2). Assume that Q is ~-isotropic. Let

be the spin homomorphism. Let r < O~+3(~' Q) be a subgroup so that e-1(r) is a
congruence subgroup of Spink+3((Q, Q). Then

Ar > 2k + 1
1 - 4

Theorem B is slightly better than Theorem A since the image tlllder e of a congruence
subgroup in Spink+3((Q, Q) need not be a congruence subgroup. See paragraph 3 for more
explanations.

Using our approach we have proved asymptotic relations for sums of certain exponential
sums. These results axe inspired by the paper of Deshouillers and Iwaniec [13]. We hope
to come back to this in a future publication.

Another application of our result is that the error terms in various asymptotic laws con
nected with the hyperbolic lattice point theorem can be explicitly estimated. See [17] for
some number theory in this connection.

In eontrast to the Selberg conjecture in dimension 2 and 3 ((0.4),(0.6)) we want to point
out that the naive generalization of Selberg's eonjeeture to the higher-dimensional cases,
namely

(0.13)

does not hold for all eongruence subgroups of SVk( Q, q) for k 2:: 2. Eigenfonns of the
Laplace-Beltrami operator ean be eonstructed by lifting certain holomorphic modular
forms. See [45] for an announcement. This phenomenon was also noticed in eonver
sations of S. Rallis and the second author. So perhaps all eigenvalues in the interval
[(2k + 1)/4, (k + 1)2/4[ are obtained by this process.
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§1. Cli/ford Algebras, Vablen's Groups and Hyperbolic Spaces

§1. Clifford Algebras, Vahlen's Groups and Hyperbolic Spaces

This paragraph gives the construction of Vahlen's groups and their action on hyperbolic
spaces. The present work reHes heavily on [15). We briefly recall the basic definitions and
fix the notations. Suppose that K is a field with char K i= 2 and E is a k-dimensional
(k ~ 0) K-vector space with non-degenerate quadratic form q: E -+ K. Let C(q) be the
associated Clifford algebra (see [5], [10], [14]); for k = 0 we have C(q) = K. We identify K
and E with their canonical images in C(q) and define

(1.1 ) Vq := K·1 EB E C C(q).

Let el,' .. , ek be a basis of E orthogonal with respect to q. Then we have in C(q)

(1.2)

Denote by EI;; the set of all subsets of {I, ... , k}. For M E EI., M = {Vl"'" vr } with
Vl < ... < V r we define

(1.3)

Then {e M : M E Ek} is a basis of C(q) over K. There are three important linear involutions
defined on C(q) by means of

(1.4)

The linear extensions of - , I and * are commuting linear automorphisms of C(q) such that

(1.5)
{

x'" = x' for all x E C(q),

x = -x, x' = -x, x* = x for all x E E,
xy = yx, (xy)' = x'y', (xy)* = y*x* for all x E C(q).

The automorphism * is called the main antiinvolution, and ' is called the main involution
of C(q). The trace map tr: C(q) --+ C(q) is defined by

(1.6) trx = x + x.

In the following we always assume ]( = ~ or K = ffi. We need the following concept:
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§1. ClifFord Algebras, Vablen's Groups and Hyperbolic Spaces

1.1 Definit ion. Assume that q is negative definite. An element v E C(q) with v :j:. 0 is
called a transformer if there exists a linear automorphism IfJv: Vq ~ Vq such that

(1. 7) vx = 'Pv(x)v' for all x E Vq •

Let T(q) denote the set of all transformers contained in C(q).

We know from [15], Proposition 3.6 that T(q) is the multiplicative subgroup of C(q) gen
erated by Vq \ { O}. It follows that every x E T(q) satisfies xx E K\ { O} .

Let k be a non-negative integer. For !( = IR, E = IRk and

-1 0

q = -Ik =
0 -1

0 0

o

o
-1

the negative definite unit form, we write Ck, Vk+l, Tk for C(q), Vq , T(q). We denote by
i 1 , ... , i k the canomcal basis of IRk and by {iM : M ECk} the associated basis of Ck. We
tacitly identify Ck with the obvious subalgebra of Ck+1 by means of the inclusion Ck C Ck+l'
By definition, Co = IR, Cl = ~.

We equip Vk+l with the scalar product

(1.8)
1

(v,w):=2trvw (v,WEVk+ l ).

Then {1, i l , ... ,ik } becomes an orthonormal basis of Vk+l. For

x = L AMi M E Ck (AM E IR)
Met k

let

(1.9) lxi := ( L Ait )1/2
MetJa

denote the Euclidean norm of x. Then we have

(1.10)

and in particular

(1.11)

Iv12 = vv = vv for 811 v E Tk

Ivwl = Ivllwl for all v, w E Tk.
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§1. Clifford Algebras, Vablen's Groups and Hyperbolic Spaces

Moreover,

(1.12) [xl = (x, X)1/2 for all x E Vk+l.

For any lat tice M C VA:+ I we denote by

(1.13) (X, y) E 7l for all x E M}

the dual lat tice of M.

The set underlying our model of (k + 2)-dimensional hyperbolic space is the upper half
space

JHk+2 := {xo + Xl i l + ... +Xk+li k + l I Xo, ••• , Xk+l E lR, Xk+l > O}.

Define maps z: JHA:+2 -t VA:+I, r: JHk+2 -t]0, oo[ by

{
z(P) := Xo + XliI + ... + xkik,

(1.14)
r(P) := Xk+l

for P = Xo + xliI + ... +Xk+liA:+1 E llfk+2. Then (1.10) yields

(1.15) IP12 = Iz(P)12+ r(p)2 for all P E IH k+2
.

We endow JHk+2 with the Riemannian metric

2 dxo2 +... + dxi+l
ds = 2

X k+l

and obtain the model (JHk+2, d) of (k + 2)-dimensional hyperbolic space. The hyperbolic
distance d(P, Q) of two points P, Q E JHk+2 is given by

2 coshd(P, Q) = 8(P, Q),(1.16)

where o(P, Q) is defined by

o(P, Q) = Iz(P) - z(Q)j2 + r(p)2 + r(Q)2
r(P) r(Q)

(1.17)

(1.19)

(see [17], Prop. 1.4). The volume measure associated with the hyperbolic metric ds 2 is

( ) d
_ dxo /\ dXI /\ ... /\ dx k+l

1.18 v - k+2
X k+l

and the corresponding Laplace-Beltrami operator is

82 82 8
ß = Xi+l (-82 +... + a 2 ) - kXk+1 a .

X o X k+ l Xk+l

The group of orientation preserving isometries of lH k+2 can be described by means of a
certain group of (2 x 2) - matrices over CA:, the so-called Vahlen group. This description is
due to Vahlen [66}; see also [I}, [2}, [3}, [15}, [17], [47].
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§1. Clifford Algebras, Vahlen's Groups and Hyperbolic Spaces

1.2 Definition. Let M 2 (Ck) be the set of (2 x 2)- matrices over Ck and define the
Vahlen group SVk by

(i) a,ß",b E Tk U {O},}
(ii) aß,;:yb E Vk+l, .
(iii) ab* - ß,* = 1

Clearly, SVo = SL2 (llt), SVl = SL2 (<C). We infer from [1-3] or [15] or [47] that SVk is a
group under matrix multiplication with inverse

(1.20) (
b* -ß*)
-,. 0'* •

The group SVk was discussed in a more general context in [15], and Theorem 3.7 of the
latter paper gj'ves two more descriptions of SVk . We remark that SVk is generated by the
matrices

(see [15, Proposition 3.8]). The importance of SVk for hyperbolic geometry is manifest
from the next theorem which collects some results from [15], §5; these results may also be
drawn from [1-3, 47, 66].

1.3 Theorem. Suppose that u = (~ ~) E SVk and P E lHk+2. Then -yP+o E Tk+1,

(1.21) aP := (nP + ß)(,P + b)-l E JHk+2, '

and the map P ~ a P is an orientation preserving isometry of JHk+2. The correspond
ing group homomorphism induces an isomorphism of SVk / {I, - I} onto the group of
orientation-preserving motions of IH k+2

• The action of SVk on JHk+2 is both transitive
and transitive on pairs of points with fixed hyperbolic distance.

Let z = z(P), r = r(P). Then (1.21) may be rewritten in the fonn

(1.22)

(1.23)

The following technical lemma is contained in [15], Theorem 3.7.
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§2. Some Arithmetic Subgroups oE tbe Vahlen group

1.4 Lemma. If (~ ~) E SVk , then

(i) 07:j, ß8 E Vk+1,

(ii) ax8 +ßx;y E Vk+1 for all x E Vk+b

(iii) axß +ßx 0, ,x8+ ox;y E lR for all x E Vk +1 •

Recall that

Re aw + b
cw+d

a

c

Re(cw + d)

clcw + dl2

far all (~ ~) E SL2 (IR) with colD and w E m2
. The fallawing le=a is a kind af

substitute for this rule which holds for the Vahlen group.

1.5 Lemma. If a = (~ ~) E SVk with I # 0 and P E mk+2, z(P) = z, r(P) = r,

then

(1.24)
(,z + 8)

Proof. Using (1.10) and the "determinant condition" ß,* - 00* - 1, we rewrite the
numerator in (1.22) as follows:

(oz + ß)(,z + 0) + 0'1r2 = (az + 1,'1-2 ß,*,')(,z +0) + a7:jr2

= (az + 1,'1-2 08*,')(,z + 8) + a'1r2 - Cr*)-l(,z + 8).

Here, the last term yields the second tenn on the right-hand side of (1.24). Now the
assertion follows from

(az + 1,'1-2 00*,')(,z +8) + 07:jr2

= 0,-1 ((,z + I,' 1-2,8*,')(,z + 8) + 1,12
r

2
)

= o,-1(I,z + 812+ 1,12 r2),

since 1,'1-2,0*,' = 8, because of Lemma 1.4 (i) applied to a-1 and since the elements of
Vk+1 are invariant under the anti-involution *. 0
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§2. Some Arithmetic Subgroups oE the Vablen group

§2. Some Arithmetic Subgroups of the Vahlen Group

Let !( be a field with char K :j:. 2 and k ~ 0 an integer. E is a k dimensional vector space
over K with non-degenerate quadratic form q: E -+ K, and let C(q), Vq be defined as in
paragraph 1. The Vahlen group for q is defined by

(2.1)

(i) ao* - ß,* = 1,

(ii) aß* = ßa*, ,0* = 0,*,
(iii) aa, ßß, ,"1, 88 E K,

(iv) 0:"1, ß8 E Vq ,

(v) o:xß+/3Xa, ,xb

+ 8:X::y E K (\:Ix E Vq ),

(vi) axb + ßX'7 E Vq (\Ix E Vq )

see [15]. Then SVk(I{, q) is a group tmder matrix multiplication with inverse (1.20), and
we proved in [15], Theorem 3.7 that

(2.2)

with SVk from Definition 1.2. Note that SVk(!{, q) is the set of K-rational points of an
affine algebraic group defined over K.

Suppose now that ql is another non-degenerate quadratic form on the K-vector space EI
such that ql 0 f = q for some linear isomorphism f: E -+ EI. Then there exists a unique
isomorphism

(2.3)

such that j I E = f (see [5], §9, no. 2, p. 140). Moreover, j commutes with *, ' and -.
Hence j induces an isomorphism

(2.4)

For the rest of paragraph 2 let K = (Q, assume that q is negative definite, and let
E, q,C(q), SVk((Q, q) be as above. Recall that a Zl-order in a (Q-algebra A is a subring R
such that the additive group of R is finitely generated and contains a (Q-basis of A. Rings
and algebras are always (tacitly) assumed to have a unit element and substructures are
supposed to contain the unit element.
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§2. Some Aritbmetic Subgroups of the Vahlen group

2.1 Definition. A subring R C C(q) is called compatible if it is stable under the
involutions ... and ' of C(q). For a compatible subring R C C(q) let

(2.5)

(2.6)

VeR) := Rn Vq , T(R):= Rn T(q),

For nEIN" and J C C(q) a compatible 'll- order let

denote the principal congruence subgroup of SVk ( J) of level n. A subgroup r <
SVk(J) is ealled a congruence subgroup if SVk(J; n) < r for sorne nEIN".

The set SVk((Q, q) is the group of Q-rational points of a eonneeted and simply conneeted
affine algebraic Q-group of both rational and real rank one. (In fact, we show in §3 that
SVk(Q, q) is isomorphie to a eertain spin-group which is known to be simply eonneeted.)

Let f be an isomorpmsm of E 0Q IR onto IRk such that q = -Ik 0 I. (Such an 1 exists by
Sylvester's inertia law.) The groups f~SVk(J;n)) C SVk (n E IN") (see (2.4)) are discrete
and hence act discontinuously on lHk+ . If fl and 12 are two e~oices for f, then the groups
fl (SVk ( J j n)) l and 12(SVk ( J j n)) are conjugate in SVk . Our next airn is to show that the
groups f(SVk(J; n)) are eofinite. For this we need a little lellll11a.

2.2 Lemma. Let q be negative definite, nEIN, and assume that J1 , J2 are compatible
'll-orders in C(q). Then there exists an mEIN such that .

Proof. There exists an PEIN" such that

o

Sometimes it is convenient to restrict to a special set of forms q wmch contains a represen
tative of each equivalence class of quadratic fonus. For d = (d), ... ,dk)t E INk (k 2: 0)
let qd : Qk --t (Q,

(2.8)
k

qd(X) := L djx;
j=l

for

14



§2. Some Arithmetic Subgroups of the Vahlen group

and

(2.9)

The generators el, ... ek of Cd satisfy

(2.10)

Hence we may embed Cd as a subalgebra of Ck via the map

(2.11 ) v=l, ... ,k.

With respect to this embedding we have the identifications

(2.12)

(2.13)

In the sequel we always embed Cd tacitly into SVk as above. Note that

(2.14)

is a compatible 7l-order of Cd.

2.3 Proposition. Let q be negative definite, and let f : E <9Q IR -+ IRk be an isomor
phism such that q = -Ik 0 f. Assume that J is a compatible 1l-order in C(q) and nEIN.

Then J(SVk(Jj n)) C SVk is a cofinite cliscrete non-cocompact group.

Proof. By the above arguments, j(SVk(J, n)) is conjugate to a group which is com
mensurable wi th SVk ( Jd) (see (2.14)). The assertion for SVk ( Jd; n) was proved in [1 7] .

D
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§3. The Isogenies of Vahlen 's Groups and Ortbogonal Groups

§3. The Isogenies of Vahlen's Groups and Orthogonal Groups

Although our later considerations will be in terms of the Vahlen group, we also want to
formulate our results for orthogonal groups. For this we recall the hyperboloid model of
hyperbolic space (see [15], Section 5): For k ~ 0 let qk be the following quadratic form in
k + 3 variables:

-( ) 2 2 2 2 2qk Yo, Yl, Y2, Xl,' .. ,Xk = Yo - Yl - Y2 - Xl - .•• - Xk'

The set underlying the hyperboloid model is

(3 1) JKk+2 .- { - ( )t I 0 - () I}. .- Y - YO,Yl,Y2,X,1"",Xk Yo> ,qk Y = .

The line element
ds 2 = -dy~ + dyi + dy~ + dxi + ... + dxi

defines the hyperbolic metric on ll<k+2. We denote by Iso(JKk+2) and Iso+ (JKk+2) the sets
of isometries and orientation preserving isometries of lKk +2

, respectively.

If q is a non-degenerate quadratic form on the vector space Kn over a field K and R C K a
subring of K, we denote by 0 n ( R, q) the set of elements of the orthogonal group 0 n (K, q)
of q over K with entries in R. Trus notation follows the book of Dieudonne [14]. Let

0° (1, k + 2) := 0i+3 (ffi., qk),
50°(1, k + 2) := 50k+3 (lR, qk)

be the components of the identity element in Ok+3(IR, qk) and SOk+3(ffi., qk), respectively.
These groups act on IRk+3 by left multiplication and stabilize lK k+2

• The resulting bijec
tions of JKk+2 are isometries, and we have the identifications

(3.2)
{

0°(1, k + 2) = Iso(JKk+2),

50°(1, k +2) = Iso+(lKk+2),

JKk+2 = 0°(1, k +2)/0(k +2),

where O(k +2) denotes the stabilizer of (1,0, ... , O)t E lKk+2 in 0°(1, k + 2).
In the following we introduce certain arithmetic subgroups of Iso(JKk+2). Let q be a
quadratic fonn over ~ in k+3 variables wmch is equivalent to qk over lR. If f E GLk+3(lR)
satisfies qk = q 0 f, then conjugation by finduces an isomorphism

We define

(3.3) {
0:+3((Q,q):= Ok+3(Q,q) n 0:+3(lR,q),

Ok+3(71, q) := Ok+3(Zl, q) n 0k+3(lR, q),
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§3. The lsogeni~s of Vahlen's Groups and Orthogonal Groups

where O~+3(lR,q) denotes the component of the identity in Ok+3(lR, q).

The group cpf(O~+3(~' q)) acts discontinuously on JKk+2. The various choices for I lead to
a 0k+3CIR, q)-conjugacy dass of cliscontinuous subgroups of 0k+3(lR, q). It is well known
that cpf(O~+3('ll, q)) acts with compact quotient if aod only if q is anisotropie over Q (see
[4]). Note that this is ooly possible for k ::; 1 by the Hasse-Minkowski Theorem.

For fEIN the subgroups

(3.4) {
Ok+3(~,q,f):= {g E Ok+3(~,q) I 9 =I modf}

Ok+3(71, q, f) := Ok+3(Zl, q, f) n 0k+3(71, q)

are called principal congruence subgroups of level f. These groups are of finite
index in Ok+3(~,q) and O:+3(~'q), respectively. A subgroup r < Ok+3('ll, q) is called a
congruence subgroup if it contains a principal congruence subgrou;p 0k+3(7.l, q, f) for
some fEIN.

We briefly recall the relation between the Vahlen and orthogonal groups (see [15]). Equip
Eo := (Q3 with the quadratic form

and let E be a k-dimensional vector space over Qwith non-degenerate quadratic fonn q.

The non-degenerate quadratic form

(3.5) q:= qo ..1 q

on E := Eo EB E defines an associated Clifford algebra C(ij). Let C+(ij) be the subalgebra
of C(q) spanned by the basis elements eM(M E Ek+3) with IMI _ 0 mod 2. Writing

10 := (1,0, o)t, /1:= (0,1, o)t, 12:= (0,0, l)t

for the standard basis of Eo we define the following elements of C(qo):

(3.6)

The ~-linear map

{

I
u := 2(1 + fO!l)'

Wo := ~(Jo + fJlf2,

1
W1 := 2(10 - 11)12,

1
v := 2(1 - 10/1)'

.: E ---+ c+(q),
x ---+ X := fof1f2X

extends by [15], Proposition 2.4 to an injective Q-algebra homomorphism

17



§3. The Isogenies oE Vahlen 's Groups and Orthogonal Groups

which commutes with the antiautomorphism >1<. The map

'1J: M2(C(q)) ~ C+(q),

W( (~ ~)):= liu + ßWI + -ywo + Sv

is a Q-algebra isomorphism which restricts to an isomorphism

of the Vahlen group SVk( Q, q) onto the spin-group

(see [15], Theorem 4.1). There is a canonical homomorphism

mapping an element s E Spink+3 ((Q, q) to the endomorphism

8(s): E -+ E, 8(s)(x):= sxs>l< (x E E).

Defining T := 80 'lJ we obtain an exact sequence

(see [15], §5). The map u is the spinoral norm ([14], §7 and §10). An analogous construction
holds over IR instead of <Q.

Assmne now that q is negative definite. Every linear isomorphism f: E @Q lR -+ ffik
satisfying q = -Ik 0 f extends to a linear isomorphism j: E ®Q lR -+ IRk +3 such that
if = ifk 0 j and we have the following commutative cliagram (remember (2.4)):

SVk( (Q, q) C SVk(lR, q)
1 T q 1 Tq

SO%+3(Q, q) c SOk+3(IR, q)

SVk
1T-1.

SO%+3(lR., qk) -

where the indices at the various maps T indicate the underlying quadratic forms. In [15],
Proposition 5.3 we explicitly wrote out a Tq-equivariant rational bijection '1Jo:llik+2 -+

IK k+2
. The Tq-equivariance of Wo means that

(3.8)

for all g E SVk(lR, q) and P E IH k+2
.

18



§3. The Isogenies oE Vablen 's Groups and Ortbogonal Groups

3.1 Proposition. Let q be a negative definite form in k variables with rational coeffi
cients and let f < Ok+3(~,q) be a congruence subgroup. Then there exists a congruence
subgroup 6. < SVk(~, q) such that Tq(6.) < f.

Proof: Let f E 7l be an integer with

The quadratic form q is defined on ~k. We choose orthogonal elements gl," . , gk E 7l k so
that q(gl), ... ,q(gk) E 7l. Then

A := 'llgl EB ... EB 'llgk

has finite index in 'llk. We further choose an integer fi1 with

fi1 . 7l k < A.

We define J to be the subring of C(q) generated by A. J is an order in C(q) with

J n Vq = A.

We define
6. := SVk( J, fi1 . f).

and prove now that T q ( 6.) :::; f: We define Ä to be the latti ce in C(q) generated by A and
101 111 12. The following inclusions are then trivial:

(3.9)

For an element 9 E 6. it is clear that Tq(g)(Ä) < Ä. We conclude frorn (3.9) that
Tq(g )('llk+3) < 'llk+3 and Tq(g) =I mod e. D

3.2 Remark. It is in general not true that the image T q (6.) < 0k+3( Q, q) of a con
gruence subgroup 6. < SVk(Q, q) is a congruence subgroup. Consider the following exam
pIe. Let q be negative definite definite form in k 2:: 0 variables with rational coefficients.
Let J C C(q) be any ~order and let Pb P2 be two distinct odd primes. Then clearly
Tq(SV k( J, Pt . ]>2)) is not a congruence subgroup. See [53] for some general theorems in
connection with this phenomenon. It is interesting to note that the subgroup

{x E Ok+3('ll,q) I a(x) = 1}

of elements of spiniorial norm 1, is always a congruence subgroup of Ük+3(71, ij). This is
proved in [51] and [55].
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§4. Generalized Kloosterman Sums and the Linnik-Selberg Series

3.3 Remark. Let again q be a negative definite fonn in k ~ 0 variables with ratio
nal coefficients. The congruence subgroups 6. < Spink+3(Q, q) are defined to be those
subgroups which contain a group of the fonn

{g E Spink+3( Q, q) I 9 - 1 E nJ}

for some nEIN" and some compatible Zl-order J < C(q). It is then clear that both

'lJ : SV k( tQ, q) ---io Spink+3(Q, q)

and its inverse map congruence subgroups to congruence subgroups.

§4. Generalized Kloosterman Sums and the Linnik-Selberg Series

This paragraph introduces the generalized I(loosterman sums and the Linnk-Selberg se
ries.We fix the following hypotheses and notations for paragraph 4:

k - a natural number or 0 ,

q - a negative definite rational quadratic form on a k-dimensional
rational vector space E,

J < C(q) - a compatible order in the rational Clifford algebra C(q),
n - a natural number.

In addition we introduce
Vq = Q ,lEB E C C(q), T(q)

as in paragraph 1. We furthennore put:

V(J) = Vq n J,

T(J) = T(q) n J,

SVk(J) = SVk(Q, q) n M 2 (J),

r:=SVk(J,n)={(~ nESVk(J) I a-l,ß,I,.s-lEnJ}.

The bilinear fonn
1

(x, y) := '2tr xy (x, y E Vq )

is an inner product on Vq, and we denote by A# the dual of the lattice A C Vq. Obviously,

a matrix (~ ~) belangs ta r if and anly if W E nV(J). Put

r~ := {(~ ~) I

20
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§4. Generalized Kloosterman Sums and the Linnik-Selberg Series

One main aim of paragraph 4 is to describe explicitly a representative system of r~\r/r~.
The result will be given in Theorem 4.7. Another aim is to introduce a certain type of
generalized Kloosterman Stul1S for Clifford algebras. These sums will come up in OUT

discussion of the scalar product of two Poincare series in paragraph 9. The following
definition will playamajor role in what folIows.

4.1 Definition. For , E nT( J) let

(4.1)

(4.2)
Tr(,):={aEJ I a-1EnJ ,

Tt (,) := {8 E J I 8 - 1 E nJ ,

ci:r E nV (J) },
18 E nV (J) }.

H (~ ~) E r and , t- 0, then , E nT(J) and <l' E Tr (,), 8 E Tl(T). If, E nT(J)

and k = 0 or k = 1 then it is easy to see that Tr ( ,) =j:. 0, Tl (,) =j:. 0. However, the latter
concIusion does not hold unconditionally if k ~ 2: By way of example, let k = 2 and E =
(Q2, q(x,y) = _x 2

_ y2 for (x,y)t E E. Put e3 = ele2 and define J:= ~+1.lel+71e2+~e3'

Then for n = 2, we have

4.2 Lemma. Let , E nT(J) . Then the addi tive group nV (J), acts on Tr ( ,) via
a I--t a + x (0 E Tr(,),x E nV(J),), and we have

An analogous statement holds for Tle,) with n,V( J) instead of nV( J),.

Proof. The assertion is trivially true if Tr (-,) = 0. Suppose now that Tr ( -;-) i= 0. Obviously,
nV(J), acts on Tr (,). Fix ao E Tr('Y) and let M := {a - ao : a E Tr (,)}. Then M is
an additive abelian group, and nV( J), is a subgroup of M. For any x E M we have
x1 E nV( J) and hence x1, E nV( J), where 1, E lN. This implies that the rank of M
equals k + 1 and

[M : nV(J)'Yl ::; (1,)k+l.

Since the map
Tr(,)/nV(J), -t MjnV(J)"

a +nV(J), I--t a - ao +nV(J),

is a bijection, the assertion folIows. 0
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§4. Generalized Kloosterman Sums and the Linnik-Selberg Series

4.3 Lemma. Let , E nT( J) and y E Tt (,). Then

Proof. Since;yy E nV(J) C Vq, we have from (1.7):

and hence

But the antiinvolution * leaves every element of Vq fixed and hence

• ( .). • E J •,y = y, = y, , . D

4.4 Lemma. Assume that, E nT(J) and x E Tr (,), y E TtCr), xy· -1 E nJ,*. Then
there exists some ß E nJ such that

Proof. There exists some ß E nJ such that xy* - ß,· = 1. In order to show that
ß satisfies our requirements we use [15], p. 376, Theorem 3.7, condition 3: Obviously,
x -1,ß",y -1 E nJ and, E T(q), x,y E T(q) U {O}. Now we have

xß = (xxy·,' - x,')(;y,)-l ,
• I (-). v:y , =,y E q,

(X,/) = ,*(x;y),(;y,)-l

= 'P,. (x;y) E Vq

and hence xß E Vq . The condition ;yy E Vq is clearly satisfied. Now if x =I 0, we have
xE T(q) and hence ß E T(q) U {O}. For x = 0 we have -ß,· = 1 and hence ß E T(q). 0
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§4. Generalized Kloostennan Sums and tbe Linnik-Selberg Series

4.5 Lemma. . Assume that , E nT(J) and

(x,y), (u,y) E Tr (,) x Tt (,), xy· -1 E nJ,·, uy· -1 E nJ,·.

Then we have x - u E nV(J),.

Proof. Using Lemma 4.4 we find ß, bE nJ such that

lT:= (~ ~) E SVk(J,n), T:= (~ ~) E SVk(J,n).

Hence using Lemma 4.3 we obtain

-1 (1TU = o
and hence -uß· + bx· E nV(J). 0

4.6 Theoreln. Let, E nT( J). Then, is the lower left entry of a matrix

(~ nE SVk(J,n)

if and only if (a, 0) E Tr (,) x Tt (,) and ao· - 1 E nJ,·.

Proof. If (a,o) E Tr(,) x Tt (,) satisfies CiO· -1 E nJ,·, the existence of ß follows from
Lemma 4.4. The converse is obvious from the remark after Definition 4.1. 0

4.7 Theorem. For , E nT( J) let

(4.3) D(y) := {(x, y) E (Tr ( ,)/nV(J),) x (Tt ( ,)/n,V(J)) I xy· - 1 E nJ,·}.

Then D(,) is well-defined and

(4.4) {(~ nESVk(J,n) I1"EnT(J),(a,O)ED(-r)}

is a representative system of the set of elements lT = (~ ~) E r:,.,\rIr:,., with 1" 01 o.

Proof. Lemma 4.3 yields that D(,) is well-defined. The rest follows from Lemma 4.5 and
Theorem 4.6. D

We now introduce the generalized Kloosterman sums which naturally come up in the
present framework.
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§4. Generalized Kloostennan Sums and the LiIlllik-Se1berg Series

4.8 D~flnition. For jl, v E (nV(J))# and , E nT(J) let the generalized Klooster...
man sum S(J1., v; ,) be defined by

L e( (X,-1 ,J1.) + (,-I y, v))
(x,y)ED('Y)

with D('Y) from (4.3), where e(z) = exp(27riz) (z E fC).

The surn (4.5) contains only finitely many tenns since

(4.6)

by Lemmas 4.5 and 4.2. It ia readily checked that S(ß, v; ,) is well-defined.

4.9 Examples.

a) For k = 0 we have J = V( J) = 'll, and for n = 1 one has the cIassical Kloosterman
sum for the modular group. For n > 1 one obtains the general Kloosterman sums for the
principal congruence subgroups of SL2 ('ll) as considered by Selberg [62).

b) Let k = 1, E = Q, D E lN" a square-free natural number, q(x) = -Dx 2 (x E (Q), and let
J be the ring of integers in Q(J -D). Then the corresponding generalized Kloosterman
sums coincide with the sums of Kloosterman type considered by Sarnak [58).

c) Let q: Qk -+ Q be a negative definite quadratic form and define the positive definite
quadratic form Q: Q EB Qk -+ (Q by

Q(x) := x~ - q(XI, ... , Xk)

for x = (xo, ... ,Xk) E QEB Qk. Suppose that J C C(q) is a 7l-order, let J1.,v E V(J)#, and
define the linear forms Al, A2: Vq -+ Q,

Al(X):= (ß,x), A2(X):= (v,x)

(x E Vq ). Consider the special case l' E 7l. Then we have Tr (,) = Ti(,) = V(J), and we
find

'" (27ri A2(X) )S(p.., v;,) = Lt exp -(Al(X) + Q(x)) .
xEV(J)/'YV ( J) l'

Exponential sums of these types have also been considered by Deligne [12].

Following Linnik [46] and Selberg [62] we consider the Dirichlet series associated with the
generalized Kloosterman sums (4.5).
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§5. Factorization 01 Generalized Kloostennan Sums

4.10 Definition. The Dirichlet series

(4.7) Z(p., v; 8):= L
"'J'EnT(J)

(p., v E (nV(J»#) is called the Linnik-Selberg series.

By (4.6), Z(p., Vj 8) is termwise dominated by

L C=r,)k+1-Re".
iEnT(J)

Since, is contained in a lattice in C(q) which is a vector space of dimension 2k
1 one finds

that Z(p., v; s) converges absolutely for

(4.8) Re s > 2k -1 + k + 1.

Gf course, one expects a much larger half-plane of absolute convergence. We shall spend
much effort in paragraph 7 and actually prove that the Linnik-Selberg senes converges
absolutely for

(4.9)
1

Res>k+ 2,

(see Theorem 7.1 7). Trus will be crucial for the lower bound for Al.

§5. Factorization of Generalized Kloosterman Sums

In this paragraph we study the exponential sums S(/l-, Vj ,) introduced in paragraph 4. We
consider the following objects to be fixed:

k - a natural number or 0 ,

q - a negative definite rational quadratic form on a k-dimensional rational vector
space E,

J < C(q) - a compatible order in the rational Clifford algebra C(q),
n - a natural number.

We shall decompose the sums S(p" Vj ,) as a product of exponential sums wmch are defined
over the localizations of the order J. These "local" exponential sums are easier to compute,
as the next paragraph will show.

As for the general notation (as V (J), T( J), ... ) we refer to paragraphs 1 through 4. We
further introduce:
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§5. Factorization oE Generalized Kloosterman Sums

5.1 Notation. Let N be a natural number. We put

a
7l(N) = {b a E 7l, bElN, (b, N) = I}.

If R is a subring of a Q-algebra A we define

7l(N) always is a semilocal ring. If N is a prime number then 7l(N) is the localization of
7l at N . 7l.

5.2 Notation. For M, N E :IN' we define NM to be the smallest divisor of N which
satisfies (N/ NM, M) = 1.

Note that NMl . NM2 = NM1 .M2 whenever (Mt,Mz) = 1. The following definition is the
first step for the introduetion of the "loeal" exponential sums.

5.3 Definition. Let R < C(q) be a eompatible subring and , E nT(R) an element with
?, = N. We put:

Tr(R,,) = {x E nV(R) Ix, - N E nNR},

Tl(R,,) = {y E nV(R) I,Y - N E nNR},

T;(R,,) = {x E nV(R) Ix, E nNR},

TlO(R, ,) = {y E nV(R) I ,y E nNR}.

The definition makes it clear that Tr(R, ,) C V(R) is the set of solutions of an (inhomoge
neous) system of R-linear equations. The set of solutions of the eorresponding homogeneous
system is T:(R, ,).

The sets Tr(R,/) and Tl(R, ,) are additively aeted.on by the group nNV(R). Note that
in ease n = 1 the defining conditions for Tr(R, ,), Tl(R, ,) ean be expressed as x, E N R
and IY E NR.
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5.4 Lemma. Let, E n . T( J) be an element with 1, = N. Then the following maps
are (well-defined) bijections:

<pr: X t--+ X1,

<pt: Tt(,)/n,V(J) -+ Tt(J,,)/nNV(J),

<Pt: Y t--+ 7Y·

Proof. It is clear that the maps <Pr, <Pt respect the defining conditions and are well-defined.
Their inverses are

-1 () z,
<Pr Z = N'

_) () ,Z
'Pt z = N' o

5.5 Lemma. Let R < C(q) be a compatible subring and , E n . T(R) an element with
7, = N. Then the following map is a bijection

'ljJ: x
-- 1

t--+ 1]iL.

Proof. Any x E Tr(R, ,) is in n· V(R) hence the condition on 1 implies that

By direct inspection it can also be seen that y E Tl(R, ,). The inverse of 'ljJ can be
computed as

1--

'ljJ-l(Z) = ,z'. 0
N

Note that the bijections 'ljJ : Tr(R, ,) -+ Tt(R, ,) do in general not induce maps between

Tr(R, ,)/nNV(R) and Tl(R, ,)/nNV(R).
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5.6 Definition. Let R < C(q) be a compatible subring and , E nT(R) an element with
7, = N. We define

-- -- -- x, y,*
D(R,,) = {(x, y) E (Tr(R, ,)/nNV(R)) x (Tt(R, ,)/nNV(R)) I N . N - 1 E nR,*}.

To see that Definition 5.6 makes sense we use considerations similar to those in paragraph
4 after the definition of D(,).

5.7 Lemma. Let , E nT( J) be an element with 7, = N. Then the maps '-Pr, '-P l induce
a bijection

D(,) -+ D(J,,),
(0',8) .-+ ('-Pr( 0'), '-Pl(8)).

For p, v E (nV(J))# the exponential sums of paragraph 4 can be computed as:

S(p., v; ,) = L e Gtr( U
JI ; VV)) .

(u, v) E:D( J,,)

Proof. Using the fact that every element from Vq is left fixed by the involution * the first
part is obvious. For the second we find

S(p., v; ,) = L e Gtr(x,-I JI + ,-Iyv))
(x,y)ED(,)

- L e Gtr(:JJI+ ~v))
(x,y)ED(,)

= ~ e Gtr( uJI; vv )) .
(u, v) E D( J,,)

The following contains our definition of the loeal Kloosterman sums.
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5.8 Definition. Let M be a natural number and , E nT(J(M)) with 1, = N. The
number nN E 1l(M) can uniquely be written as

nN = L· Tl

where 7] E 7l(M) and LEIN with L M = L. The inclusion V(J) < V(J(M)) induces an
isomorphism

i : V(J)/L· V(J) ~ V(J(M))/nN· V(J(M))'

For /-l, v E (nV (J))# we define

Note that Sp(/-l, v;,) = Spe (I-', v;,) for a prime p and every e E lr'I. The connection with
our previous exponential sums is giyen by the following:

5.9 Lemma. Let, E n· T(J) be an element with 1, = N. For any j.l,' E (nV(J))#
we have:

Proof. Since nlN the number L from Definition 5.8 is equal to n . N. By elementary
considerations we find that for

(x, y) E V(J)/nNV(J) x V(J)/nNV(J)

the condition (i(x),i(y)) E D(J(Nb') is equivalent to (x,y) E D(J,,). The result follows
from Lemma 5.7. D

5.10 Lemma. Let M, >.. be natural numbers with (M, >..) = 1. Let, E nT(J(M)) be an
element with 1, = N. Then A, E n . T( J(M)) and for any p, v E (nV( J))# we have

Proof. The proof results from a straightforward check of the summation conditions. D

The following describes the multiplicative behaviour of the exponential sums SM(p, v; ,).
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5.11 Proposition. Let MI, M 2 , E IN be coprime natural numbers. Let
'Y E nT(J(M

1
M

2
)) be an element with 7, = N. Choose L], L 2 ,II, 12 E lN with

nN * nN.
LI E 1l(Ml)' L

2
E 1l(M2)

and L i l i - 1 E M/ll for i = 1,2. For p., v E (nV(J))# we have:

SMl M 2 (P., Vj ,) = SMl (l2J.l,12vj,) . SM2( IIJ.l, 11Vj ,).

Pro0 f. Note first of all that the L found in the Defini tion 5.8 for SM1 M 2 (J.l, V; ,) is equal to
LI . L 2 • The summation in the definition of SM1 M 2 (p, v j 'Y) extends over certain elements

The elements x, y can be writ ten as

x = Lixi + L2X2, y = L1YI +L2Y2

where Xl, YI are uniquely determined modulo L 2V( J) and x2, Y2 are uniquely determined
modulo LI V( J). It is straightforward to check that the condition

(i(x),i(y)) E D(J(M1 M2)")

is equivalent to the following two conclitions:

(i(L1xI),i(L1Yl)) E D(J(M2)")'

(i(L2X2), i(L 2Y2)) E D(J(Md")'

The proposition follows. D

5.12 Corollary. Let 'Y E nT( J) be an element with 7, = N. Assume that

N - el er- PI .. ·Pr

is the prime factorization of N. For i = 1, ... , r there axe Ai E IN with (A i ,pd = 1 such
that '

r

S(p., Vj,) = II SPi (AiP., AiVj ,)

i=l

for all p., v E (nV(J))#.

Proof. The corollary follows from Lemma 5,9 and Proposition 5.11. 0

Corollary 5.12 contains a formula given by Estermann [19J for the classical Kloosterman
sums; see also Sarnak [58J.
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§6. Relations with Classical Kloosterman Sums and Estimates for Generalized
Kloosterman Sums

This paragraph contains certain estimates of the exponential sums Sp(ll, Vj ,) defined in
paragraph 5. These will be important for our estimates of the coefficients of the Linnik
Selberg series. Under a certain hypothesis on , we shall be able to compute Sp(ll, Vj ,) in
terms of classical Kloosterman sums. The required estimate will follow from the bounds of
Weil [68] and Salie [56], [57]. In the remaining cases we study the summation condition and
estimate the exponential SUffi Sp(ll, Vj ,) by the number of summands. These last results
are far from being optimal. Eut for our purposes here they turn out to be sufficient.

As for this paragraph we consider the following objects to be fixed:

k - a natural number or 0,

q - a negative definite rational quadratic form on a k-dimensional
rational vector space E,

J < C(q) - a compatible order in the rational Clifford algebra C(q),

n - a natural ~umber,

p - a prime number,

n p - the maximal integer such that pnp In.

For our later considerations it will be useful to introduce the following classification of
elements of C(q).

6.1 Definition. Let R < C(q) be a compatible subring. Put Rn = Rn Q ·1. An element
1 E T(R) is called (Ro, n )..primitive if the equation

for 1] E Rand r E Ro implies that r divides n in Ro. A (Ra, n)-primitive element, E T(R)
is called (Ro, n )-degenerate if there is a non-unit AE Ro with:

(i) A1,1,
(ii) Tr(R, ,) CA' nVeR) or Ti(R, ,) CA' nV(R)j

, is called (Ro,n)-nondegellerate otherwise. Ro-primitive or Ro- degenerate is defined
as (Ro, 1)-primitive or degenerate.

For an element , E T( J) the following statements are equivalent:

(i) 1 is (71, n )-primitive .

(ii) ,is (71(l) , n )-primitive for all primes R..
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(Hi) 1 is (71(M), n )-primitive for all MEIN.

For a (71, n)-primitive element 1 E T(J) the following statements are equivalent:

(i) 1 is (71, n )-nondegenerate .

(ii) 1 is (71(t») n)-nondegenerate for all primes i.
(iii ) 1 is (71(M), n )-nondegenerate for all MEIN.

Every (~(p») n )-primitive element v E V( J(p») is also (71(p) , n )-nondegenerate. Note further
that every element {; E n . T( J(p») can be written as

The following is more or less obvious.

6.2 Lemma. Let 0" E nT(J(p») with {; = pI . 1 for some fEIN U {O}. Then:

The following lemma is useful for the final computation of OUT exponential Stulls.

6.3 Lemma. Let p be a prime and 1 E nT(1l(p») a (71(p) , n)-primitive element which is
(71(p) , n )-degenerate. Then:

for all fEIN U {O}.

Proof. We first consider the case f = O. Take an element

so that its image lies in fJ(J(p») 1)'

If y E pnV (J(p») we consider the equation
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where 1, = prl7 with a unit 17 and rEIN. Notice that r = 0 is not possible because , is
(71(p) , n )-degenerate. Multiplication by " yields

x, 'T r
- . y -, E nJ,( )p .
prl7 P

This contradicts the fact that , is (~(p), n) primitive.

If x E pnV(J(p)) then using Lemma 5.5 we write:

1Z,'y=--
pr7J

with a suitable z E Tr(J(p),')' The defining equation for (x,y) E D(J(p),,) yields

X, ;yz,'y xz ...
- . - 1 = - - 1 E nJ(p), .
pr7J pr1J' pr1J pr1J

We multiply by " and obtain
- ,Z', , J r·

X • -- - l' E n ( )p .prTJ p

This again is a contradiction against l' being (Zl(p), n )-primitive. This finishes the case
f = O.
The case f ;::: 1 follows with the help of Lemma 6.2 and similar arguments. 0

6.4 Corollary. Let l' E nT( J) be an element which is (71, n )-primitive and (71, n)-
degenerate. Then:

S(jJ., v; t,) = 0

for all t E 7l\{O} and J-L, v E (nV(J))#.

Proof. This is deduced from the above and Corollary 5.12 which describes the multiplica
tive decomposition of S(J.l, v; t,). 0

To proceed with our computations we need the following definitions.

6.5 Definition. Let R < C(q) be a compatible subring. Put Ra = R n ~ ·1 and

V1(R)=RnE.

Define R to be the Re-algebra generated by V1(R) in C(q).
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6.6 Definition. We define p!(p,J) to be the exponent of J(p) in J(p) , that is

I ! -I(p, J) = min{1 E IN U {O} p J(p) < J(p)}.

We call J to 7l(p)-diagonal if I(p, J) = O.

Notice that I(p, J) is well-defined since J(p) has finite index in J(p)' Since J also has finite
index in J, the Tl-order J is 'll(p) -diagonal for almost all primes p.

The two following lemmas are used to compute Tr(J(p),·',,) for certain elements ,.

6.7 Lemma. Let p be an odd prime and I E IN U {O}. Let u E V(J(p)) be a 'll(p)-

primitive element with

where tEIN U {O} and K E Tl(p) is a unit. Then we have:

xu Ep! J(p)} C

{Au + p!-!(p,J) z

Equality holds if J is Tl(p)-diagonal.

Proof. Since J(p) is a compatible subring of C(q) and p is odd we have

x = Xo + xIII + +xklk,

u = Uo + ul 11 + + 'U k f k·

We compute

(6.1)
k

X'U = a + L(XO'Ui + 'Uoxi)li +L(XiUj - UiXj)lilj
i=1 i<j

with some a E 'll(p). Clearly for xu E pf J(p) it is necessary that pf-f(pJ) divides the
coefficients of the expression (6.1). Hence the (2 x 2)-minors of the matrix

(
Xo

-uo
Xl ... Xk)
UI··· Uk
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are all divisible by pl-l(p,J). By linear algebra (u is 1l(p)-primitive!) this implies that

(6.2)

far some AE ~(p) and Z E V(J(p»). From (6.2) we eompute x·u and find the eondition for
A.
If f(p, J) = athen the ather inclusion is abvious. 0

The prime 2 plays a somewhat partieular role:

6.8 Lemma. Let f E lN u {a} and u E V( J(2») a 7l(2)-primitive element with

where tEIN u {a} and K. E 7l(2) is a unit. Then

xu E 21J(2)} C

{AU + pi - 1(2,1)-2 Z \ E"" n 21- /(2,1) -t-2 rw
'" UJ(2) 14l(2) ,

Proof. The eompatibility of J(2) implies that

As in the proof of Lemma 6.7 the elements 2x und 2u ean be suitably expressed and the
proof is finished by the same argument. 0

6.9 Corollary. Let, E nT(J(p») be a (71(p), n)-primitive and (71(p), n)-nondegenerate
element with 1, = N = prTJ where rEIN U {a} and TJ is a unit in 'll(p). Then

IT~(J(p) , ,)/prnV( J(p»)1 ~ pr+(k+l)(/(p,J)+n p +a p ),

IT2( J(p) , 'Y)/prnV( J(p»)1 ~ pr+(k+l)(/(p,J)+n p +a p ).

Here, ap = a if pis odd and a2 = 2.

P roo f. Take an element x E Tr ( J(p) , 'Y) whieh is not eontained in pnp +1V ( J(p) ). Let

y E T~( J(pb 'Y)' The two equations

(6.3) x, - NEnN J(p)
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imply
X T J

Y---;:;- E P (p),p p

and sinee x/pn p is 1l(p) primitive Lemmas 6.7 and 6.8 apply.

The statement about T2 (J(p) , ....t} follows by using the antiinvolution -. 0

For the following note that if p does not divide n (i.e. np = 0) we have

6.10 Corollary. Assurne that p is an odd prime and that J is 7l(p)-diagonal. Assume
further that n p = o. Let, E T(J(p)) be 7l(ptprimitive and 7l(p)-nondegenerate with
7f, = pT1J where r E lN U {O} and 7] E 7l(p) is a umt. Then the groups

are cyclic of order pr.

Proof. Follows as in Corollary 6.9 from Lemma 6.7. 0

6.11 Remark. The strueture of the groups T:( J, 'Y)/nNV( J) can also be described in
the case where 'Y is 1l-degenerate. We wish to mention the following result which we shall
not prove here. Let n = 1 and assume that J is 1l-diagonal. Let, E T( J) be a 7l-primitive
element wi th 1, = N. Then

(6.4) IT;(J,,)/NV(J)I = N.

We also have obtained results on the exact eycle strueture of the groups 'f':(J,,)/NV( J).

Under the assumptions of Corollary 6.10 we shall now compute the exponential sums
Sp(p, v; ,). We remind the reader now of the definition of the classieal I{loosterman sums
[13], [56], [68].
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6.12 Notation. Let N, a, b, c be integers with N 1= O. Then the (classical)
Kloosterman sum is defined as:

(6.5) ( ) "'""" e(xaN+Yb).KS a,b;c,N = L...,

x,yE71/N71
xyc-lENZ

The following definition is made possible by Corollary 6.10.

6.13 Definition. Assume that p is an add prime and that J is Zl(p)-diagonal. AsslUDe
further that n p = O. Let, E T( J(p)) be a ~(p)-primitive and nondegenerate element with
7, = pr1] where r E :IN U {O} and 1] E ~(p) is a unit. Define

sothattheirresidueclasses [v,] and [w,l generat~ Tr(J(p),,)/pTV(J(p) or

f't( J(p), ,)/pTV(J(p» , respectively.

6.14 Proposition. Assume that pis an odd prime number and that J is ZG(p)-diagonal.
Assume further that p 1n. Let, E T(J(p» be a Zl(p)-primitive and ~(p)-nondegenerate

element with 7, = pT1J where rEIN U {O} and 11 E ~(p) is a umt. Choose V" w, as in
Definition 6.13. Let tI,t2,tJ E Zl(p) and u E V(J(p) be chosen so that

(6.6)

(6.7) ta = V,tL + V,.

Define d = d(" V" w,) to be d = t1t 2 + t a. Then the following statements hold:

(i) For X, y E 1l(p) the conditions

and

are equivalent.
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(ii) For Jj, v E (nV(J))# put

b = (v"p v).

Then we have

Proof. Notice first of all that the choice of t}, t 2 , t a is possible because of Lemmas 5.5 and
6.7. The condition (x[v")'],y[w")']) E D(J(p),')') is equivalent to

(6.8)

We substitute (6.6) and (6.7) into (6.8) and multiply by ,1 from the right and find that
(6.8) is equivalent to

Since , is ~(p)-primitive the claim (i) follows. (H) is an obvious consequence of (i). D

The formula for the Sp(Jj, v; ,) can now be used to evaluate our generalized I(loosterman
sums in terms of classical I(loosterman sums.

6.15 Corollary. Assume that n = 1 and that J is Zl-diagonal. Let, E T(J) be a
Zl-primitive and Zl-nondegenerate element with 1'"'1 = N. For every Jj, v E V(J)# there
are a, b,d E ~ so that

S(Jj, Vj ,) = KS(a, bj d, N).

Proof. This fact follows from the multiplicative decomposition in Lemma 5.5. Notice that
for the classical Kloosterman sums the same formulas hold, [19]. D

The assumption n = 1 in Corollary 6.15 can easily be removed. One gets a similar fonnula
where the Kloosterman SUffi on the right has to be replaced by a somewhat generalized
exponential sumo
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6.16 Remark. Proposition 6.14 is a special case of a great variety of special fonnulas
for the Sp(l-', v; ,). As these play no role in the present proofs we do not treat them in
detail. We want to mention here the case that , = pI'0 where '0 is ~-primitive and / 2:: 1.
In this case we report on the following (generic) special case. Assume that pis a prime and
r,/ E lN U {O}. Assume further that J(p) is Zl(p)-diagonal and that V(J(p)/pr+2 f V(J(p)
has a basis

(6.9)

with
/i/j = - fjfi for i,j = 1, ... , kwith i f:. j

and

and

It follows from the above that

-.. I -.. .. f
Tr(J(p),P v) = Tt(J(p),P v) =

= {xpfv +pr+f(xo +~Xdi) X,XO,X2, •.• ,Xk E ~(P)}·

We write (u] for the residue dass of U E V(J(p) in V(J(p)/pr+2 f V(J(p). Then the
condition

is equivalent to the following set of equations:

(6.10)

k

xy - 1 + pr(XOYO +L Aixiyd Epr+I~(p),
i=2

XYi +YXi E pf'll(p) for i = 0,2, ,k,

XOYi + YOXi E pf 71(p) for i = 2, ,k,

XiYj - YjXi E pf'll(p) for i,j = 2, , kwithi f:. j.

From (6.10) a description of the exponential sums Sp(l-', Vj pIv) can be derived.

For the formulation of our final results we give the following definition.
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6.17 Definition. For J.l. E (nV(J))# and NEIN we write J-LN for the following homo
morphism

j1.N: nV(J)/nNV(J) -4 'll/N71,

x +nNV(J)~ (x,J-L) +N71.

6.18 Theorem. Let p be a prime and let ,0 E nT(J(p») be a ('ll(p)l n)-primitive element
with ,0,0 = prTJ with rEIN U {O} and (P,17) = 1. For fEIN U {O} consider , = pi,0'
Then the following statements hold:

(i) There is a constant Cp (depending only on p and not on ,) such that

for all J.L, v E (nV(J))# and , as above.

(ii) If J(p) is 'll-diagonal and if np = 0 then

for all JL, v E V( J)# and , as above.

(iii) Let J(p) be 7l(p)-diagonal and assume that r = 1 and f = O. Let vi' w, be the
elements defined in Definition 6.13. Then

if [v,] E ker Pp and [w"YJ E ker vp ,

if [Vi] ~ ker J.Lp and [w"Y] E ker vp ,

if [V,] E ker J.Lp and [W,] ~ ker vp ,

if [V"Y] rt ker J.Lp and [w"Y] ~ ker vp '

Proof. In case f = 0 the statements (i) and (ii) follow from Corollary 6.9 and 6.10.
The case f > 0 is easily derived from this and Lemma 6.2. Statement (iii) follows from
Proposition 6.14 together with either trivial considerations or as in the last case from Weil's
estimate [68] for I(loosterman sums. 0
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§7. An upper bound for the abscissa of absolute convergence of the Linnik
Selberg series

Here we shall use our estimates of the generalized Kloosterman sums from paragraph 6 to
obtain results about the region of absolute convergence of the Linnik-Selberg series defined
in paragraph 4.

We consider the following objects to be fixed:

k - a natural number 01' 0,

q - a negative def?nite rational quadratic form on a k-dimensional
vector space E,

J < C(q) - a compatible order in the rational Clifford algebra C(q),
)1 - is the set of transformers of norm 1 in T( J),

WJ - is the cardinality of Jl,

n - a natural number.
Notice that J1 = {c E T(l) ce = I} is finite because of (f10).
We start by introducing the coefficients of the Dirichlet senes represented by the Linnk
Selberg senes.

7.1 Definition. For every 11, v E (nV(J))# and every NEIN we put

A(tt, v; N) 'E S(f..L, v; 1)'
,EnT(J)
=h=N

For adE IN with lf2IN we put

Ad(l1, vi N) = 'E S(p, Vi d8).
6EnT(J)

6 is (71,n)-primitive
d'J66=N

(7.1)

With our definitions from paragraph 4 we find

Z( .) = ~ A(p, Vi N)
p,v,s L..J N& .

N=1

obviously we have

(7.2) A(p, V; N) = 'E Ad(/-t, Vi N).
d'JIN

Next we shall replace the surmnation over I in the definition of A(p, V; N) by the summa
tion over certain subgroups of V( J)jnNV( J). In the following we shall think of N, d, M
as natural numbers satisfiying N = M er.
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7.2. Definition. Let M 2:: 1 be an integer. A subgroup U ::; V( J)/nMV( J) is called a
liftable I-dimensional isotropie subspaee if there is an a E nV( J) with the following
properties:

(i) the residue dass a + nMV(J) generates U,

(ii) aa = Mt and (M, t) = 1,

(Hi) aln is ~(M)-primitive.

The element a is ealled a distinguished generator for U. We write [(M) for the set of
liftable I-dimensional isotropie subspaces in V (J) / nMV(J).

7.3 Definition. Let N, d, M ~ 1 be integers with N = M er. Let, E nT( J) be an
element with "7, = N so that ,Id is (~,n)-primitive. A liftable I-dimensional isotropie
subspaee U E J(M) is called attached to , if there is a distinguished generator a of U
with

da, - NE nNJ.

We write J(,) for the set of U E I(M) attached to ,.

7.4 Lemma. Let N 2:: 1 be an integer and , E nT( J) be an element with 7, = N.
Assume that

D(J,,) =/;0.

Then J(,) =/;0.

Proof. The hypothesis being satisfied choose (x,y) E Tr(J,,) x Tl(J,,) with

(7.3)
x, y,* *
-. --1 EnJ,.
N N

By Lemma 5.5 we find a z E Tr ( J, ,) with

';;ri,'
y--- N .

Equation (7:3) implies:

(7.4)

It follows from the definitions that Nluu for every u E Tr(J,,). We define tu to be the
integer satisfying Nt u = uu. Prom (7.4) we get by taking norms:

(7.5)
xz+zx

txt z - N + 1 E nN . 'll.
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Using the Chinese remainder theorem we see that there are r, s E 7l with

{

r - s - 1 E n71,
(7.6)

(r2t x - rstxt z - rs + s2tz , N) = 1.

We define
b = rx - sz.

Clearly we have:

(7.7) lry - NEnN J.

Let d be the natural number so that I/nd is in J and is 7l-primitive. We infer from (7.7):
b - ;Y E nJ;Y. This implies that b/nd E V( J). Multiplying (7.7) from the left by b we
find t , - b E bnJ where t satisfies bb = Nt. This implies that a = b/d is 7l(N)-primitive.
It is easy to check now using (7.5), (7.6) that a is a distinguished generator for a liftable
I-dimensional isotropie subspace in J(M) which is attached to I' D

7 ..5 Lemma. Let N, d ~ 1 be integers with lf21N. Suppose that 1},,2 E nT(J) are
elements with ;Y1/1 =;Y2/2 = N and such that 12/d and 12/d are (71, n )-primitive. Assume
that

then there is a unit c in J1 with
12 = 11 . C.

Proof. Take U E J(,l) n J((1) and distinguished generators a, b for U with

da'l = N]I and d1ry2 = Nb1

wi th suitable ]1, b1 E J. Since we have

a = Ab +nMc

with some c E V( J) and A E 'll we have

(7.8) a,l = N]I and a/ 2 = N]2

with suitable ]2 E J. Let t be the integer satisfying aa = Nt, (N, t) = 1. Put

11/2
c=N'

FrOfi (7.8) we get
)1)2

c=--.
t

Since the denominators N and t are coprime we have c E J. Clearly c satisfies the
conclusion of the lemma. 0

The following sets of primes playa somewhat exceptional role in our arguments.
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7.6 Definition. For the order J < C(q) we define the following set of primes.

B(J, n) = {2} U {p I J(p) is not 7l(p) -diagonal}

U {p I the quadratic fonn x t-+ xx on V(J)/pV(J) is degenerate}

U {p I pln}

For Il E (nV(J))#\ {O} we define

B(Il-) = {p I IIp = O}.

For the definition of fLp see Definition 6.17. Notice that both sets of primes B(J, n) and
B(Il-) are finite.

Let N be an integer and p a prime then we use

(7.9) pli N

to indicate that p divides N exactly onee.

7.7 Definition. For an integer M ~ 1 and an element p.. E (nV(J))# with Il -I 0 we
define the following set of primes:

P(Il-, M) = {p I plI M l p ~ B(J,n) U B(JL)}.

Let N, d, M be a natural numbers with N = Mefl, P c P(p, M) a subset and
J.L E (nV( J))#. We define

T(N,djP,J.!) = {I EnT(J)

(i) ,7 = N, }
(ii) 1 = d· ,0 with 10 (71, n )-primitive,
(iii) v(p, ,0) ~ kerJLp if pEP,
(iv) v(p"o) Ekerll-p if pEP(J-L,M)\P.

(7.10)

The elements v(p"o) E V(J)jpV(J) are the residue classes of the elements V iO defined in
Definition 6.13.

Obviously we have

Ad(ll-, Vj N) = L L S(p.., Vj ,).

PCP(Il,M) iET(N,d;P,p.)

In Theorem 6.18 we have given an estimate of Sp(ll-, Vj ,) for , E T(N, dj P, jJ.) which does
not depend on ,. Considering an estimate for Ad(p, v; N) and the equation (7.10) we are
left with finding the sizes of the sets P(p, M) and of T(N, d; P, f-l) for a subset P C pep, N).
To da this we define:
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7.8 Definition. For an integer M ~ 1 , a subset P C P(p, M) and an element
p E (nV (J))# with J1. i= 0 we define

{

U has a distinguished generator a with }

I(M; P, Jl) = U E I(M) (i) a +pV(J) ~ ker Pp if pEP, .

(ii) a + pV(J) E ker {lp if p E P(Jl, M)\P

7.9 Lemma. Let N, d, M 2: 1 be integers with N = M cF and P C I(M) a subset and
Jl E (nV(J))#\{O} an element. We have

IT(N, dj P, p)1 ~ WJ 'll(M; P, Jl)I·

Proof. This is an obvious consequence of Lemmas 7.4, 7.5. 0

For our estimates we need now some considerations about representation numbers of
quadratic forms.

Let p be an odd prime number and let V be a veetor spaee of dimension m ~ 0 over the
field lFp = 7l/p'll. Let q be a quadratie form on V. A subspace U < V is called isotropie
if q(u) = 0 for all u EU. If q is nondegenerate it follows from [32}, Theorem 5.2.6 that

(7.11) I{ W < V I W is a I-dimensional isotropie subspace}I ~ m. pm-2.

See also [60]. We notice that (7.11) implies

(7.12) I {x E V q(x) = O} I ~ Clpm-l

with a constant Cl independent of q and p.

Every quadratie form q over lFp cau be decomposed as orthogonal SUffi q = ql ..L qo, where
qo is 0 and ql is nondegenerate, [8]. Hence (7.11) holds for every nonzero quadratic fonn
q. This implies:

7.10 Lemma. Let p be an odd prime number and k 2:: 2 an integer. Let V be a
(k + l)-dimensional lFp-veetorspace with nondegenerate quadratic form q. Let U be a
k-dimensional subspace. Then

I{W < U I W is I-dimensional isotropie subspaee}I ~ (k + 1). pk-2.

Proof. By the above remarks it is enough to notice that q restricted to U cannot be the
zero form. 0

We also need the following result on congruential representation numbers whieh is inti
mately related to (7.12).
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7.11 Lemma. Let p be a prime and let 'llp be the ring of p-aclic integers. Let Q be a
nondegenerate quadratic form in m ~ 0 variables with coefficients in 'llp. For an e E IN
define

N(Q, e) = 1 {x E Zl; jpe'll;

Then there is a K > 0 so that
p-e(m-l) . N(Q, e)

is independent of e for all e 2: K.

Proof. For an element v E Zl; write A(v) for the Zlp-ideal generated by

i=l, ... ,m}.
There is a t E ll'J depencling only on Q so that

for every vector v E 7l; with v f/. p'll;. For p odd this follows since Q is equivalent to a
diagonal form [40]. For p = 2 the result can easily be checked for the normal forms over
'112 in [40], Theorems 33, 33a.

We finish the argument by the usual Hensel's lemma type considerations. See for example
[33J, Appendix to Chapter 3. 0

7.12 Lemma. There is a constant C2 (independent of p) such that for aJl primes p and
all integers r 2: 1

{ x E V(J)jprV(J)

Proof. If p is odd and if the quadratic form induced by x ~ xx on V(J)jpV(J) is
nondegenerate we prove our result from (7.12) by means of Hensel's lemma and obtain a
constant C2 independent of p. In the finitely many remaining cases we use Lemma 7.11. 0
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§7. An upper bound for the abscissa of convergence

7.13 Lemma. Assume that k 2:: 2. There is a constant C3 > 0 so that

[I(M; P, J-l) I::; TI C3prp (k-l) .

p 2 1M
TI

pl1M
pep(p,M)

C3pk-l . TI C3pk-l . TI C3pk-2

pEP pEP(p,M)\P

for every integer M 2:: 1 with prime number decomposition

M = TI prp (rp E lN U {O} )
p

and all subsets P C P(J-L, M) and all J-l E (nV( J))#\ {O}.

Proof. Let U E I(M; P, J.l) and let a E U be a distinguished generator. For every prime
p dividing M we associate to U the subgroup of V(J)/prpV(J) generated by the 7l(p)

primitive element a/n. The residue dass of a in V( J)jnMV( J) is determined by the
collection of these elements in the various V( J)/prp V( J). Using Lemmas 7.10 and 7.12 we
find OUf constant C3' 0

7.14 Proposition. Assume that k 2:: 2. For J-l, v E (nV(J))#\{O} put

B = B(J, n) U B(Il)'

(i) There is a constant C4 so that

IAd(/L, v; N)I ::; TI C4pk- t . TI
plN pliN
p(!B pEB

for all natural numbers N with prime number decomposition

(ii) For every € > 0 there is a constant Cf > 0 so that

IA(p, v; N) 1 ::; TI CEpk- t+E TI cfpk+E TI cEP9p(k+E)

pliN pn N p 2 1N
peB pEB

for all natural numbers N with prime number decomposition
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§7. An upper bound for the abscissa of convergence

Proof. (i) With our usual conventions (in particular N = M J2) we find from (7.10) and
Corollary 5.12:

IAd(ll, v; N)I ::; 2:= 2:= IS(jl, v; ,)1
PCP(p,M) '"YET(N,d;PJp)

< 2:= 2:= II ISp(Apjl, ApV; ,)1
PCP(J.t,M) '"YET(N,d;P,J.t) plN

with suitable elements Ap E 1l(p). We use Theorem 6.18 to conclude:

]Ad(ll, v; N)I ::; 2:= [T(N, d; P, Jl)I· II cppr,,+/p(k+l)
PCP(Jl,M) plN

pEB

II pr"+f,,(k+l). II 2pl/2 .

p2 1N pllN
peB pEP

II p.
pliN

pEP(Jl,M)\P

II C6pk+l)

pllN
pEP(Jl,M)\P

We use Lemmas 7.9 and 7.13 and the fact 2k ~ k + 1 to find

IAd(ll, Vj N)I ::; 2:= II csp9"k. II C5p9pk.
PCP(ji,M) plN p2 1N

pEB pflB

II C5pk-l/2 . II pk-l

pliN pllN
pEP pEP(p,M)\P

with some constant cs. We then find a constant C6 ~ 1 so that:

IAd(Jl, Vi N)] ::; II C6pk. II c6Pgpk .
pliN p 2 1N
pEB

.( 2:= II Cßpk-l/2 .

PCP(Jl,M) pliN
pEP

::; II C6pk . II C6p9" k
pllN p2 1N
pEH

II (C6pk-l/2 + Cßpk-l).

pEP(Jl,M)

Part (i) is now proved since

P(jl,M) = {p I pli N , p ~ B}.

Part (ii) follows from the fact that the number of divisors of a natural number N is O(Nf.)
for every E > 0, (see [29],Theorem 315). D

To obtain the desired result on the abscissa of convergence for Z(jl, v; s) we need the
following elementary lemma on Dirichlet series.
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§7. An upper bound for the abscissa of convergence

7.15 Lemma. Let
00

D(s) = L ;;:
N=l

be a Dirichlet series so that there are constants c > 0 and r E lR and a finite set of primes
B so that

laNI ~ TI cpr-t TI cpr TI cpOpr

plN pUN p 2 1N
peB pEB

for all natural numbers N with 'prime number decomposition

Then D(s) converges for
1

Res>r+ 2·

Proof. For any € > 0, the various factors c are less thaI! pt. for almost all primes p and
heuce yield a factor in the upper bound for lanl which is O(nE

). This factor does not affect
the final bound for the abscissa of absolute convergence. Hence we may assume without
loss of generality that c = 1.

Now we have for s E rn.

f= (TI pr TI pr-~ TI prgp
) N-~

n=l pilN pilN p2]N
pEB pflB

< TI (1 - pr-~)-l TI (1 +pr- t -5).
pEB pflR

00.TI (1 + L pm(r-s»),

pflB m=2

and the product on the right-hand side converges if the senes

00L pr-~-~, L L pm(r-a)

pflR pflB m=2

converge. Obviously, both series converge for 8 > k +!. D
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§8. Poincare Series and EigenEunctions oE the Laplacian

7.16 Remark. The present proof for Theorem 7.17 excludes the cases k = 0,1. The
case k = 1 can be h~dled by the same argument together with the remark that in this case
for a fixed p. E (nV(J))#\{O} there are only finitely many primes p so that the kernel of
fLp contains a nonzero element x with xx == 0 mod p. Enlarging our set B(p.) we ean prove
Lemma 7.13 also for k = 1, and the rest of the argument survives. For k = 0 the arguments
are eorrect until Proposition 7.14 (i). Here it is necessary to give better estimates of some
of the Kloosterman sums. But this would be the old proof of Selberg.

An obvious consequence is:

7.17 Theorem. Assume that k ~ 1 and let p, v E (nV(J))# be both nonzero, then
Z (p, Vj s) converges absolutely for Re s > k + t.

To obtain a proof of Theorem 7.17 in case k = 1 we could either carry out the content of
Remark 7.16 or quote the paper of Sarnak [58] which contains this result.

§8. Poincare Series and Eigenfunctions of the Laplacian

The following assumptions and notations will be kept fixed throughout paragraphs 8-10:

k - a natural number or 0 ,

q - a negative definite rational quadratic form on a k-dimensional
rational vectorspace E,

J < C(q) - a compatible order in the rational Clifford algebra C(q),

n - a natural number.

We furthermore define:

V(J) := Vq n J T(J) := T(q) n J,

SVk(J) := SVk(Q, q) n M 2 (J),

r:=SVk(J;n)={(~ nESVk(J) I a-l,ß",S-lEnJ}.

Onee and for 811 we fix an isomorphism f: E ®Q IR. --+ IRk such that q = - I k 0 f, and

we fix the associated monomorphism (see (2.3), (2.4)) j: SVk(Q, q) --+ SVk. The elements
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§8. Poincare Series and Eigenfunctions of the Laplacian

a E SVk(<Q, q), a = (~ ~) act on IHk+2 via this monomorphism j, and we simply write

e.g.
aP = (aP + ß)(,P +b)-l

instead of
(j(a))(P) = (j(a)P + j(ß))(j(,)P + j(b))-l.

In this way r is a cofinite cliscrete non-cocompact subgroup of SVk (Proposition 2.3). In
the special case q = -qd (see 2.8)) an embedding j is explicitly given by (2.11). Finally,

(
1 w) (1 w) .we define r~ to be the set of all elements OIE r. Recall that OIE r rff

W E nV(J). The set A := j(nV(J)) is a lattice in Vk+ll and we denote by A# the dual
lattice. Sometimes we tacitly identify A with nV( J).

8.1 Definition. For j1> E A# , P E llI k +2 and s E <C with Re s > k + 1 let

(8.1) Up(P,s):= L r(aP)"e(ilfllr(aP) + (z(aP),j1»),
O'Er~ \r

where e(w) := exp(27l'"iw) for w E <C.

The function (8.1) generalizes the series introduced by Selberg [62] and Sarnak [58], [59];
compare also [28], [43]. The function Uo is an Eisenstein series, and Up converges absolutely
and uniformlyon compact sets in llIk+2

X {s E <C IRe s > k + I}. Moreover,

(8.2)

in fact, we shall compute the inner product of two Poincare senes in paragraph 9.

A quick check proves that the function cp p (', s): JHk+2 ---+ <C which is defined by:

cpp(P,s):= r(PY'e(illllr(P) + (z(P),Il))

(P E ffik+2) satisfies the differential equation

(-ß - s(k +1- s))cpJl(P,s) = 27l"lfll(2s - k)cpp(P,s +1),

and hence we have

(8.3)

for all jJ. E A# and Re s > k + 1. For Il = 0 this is the usual differential equation of the
Eisenstein senes.
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§8. Poincare Series and Eigenfunctions of the Laplacian

8.2 Proposition. Let I E C2 (r\lH k+2
) satisfy the differential equation

(8.4) -!::lI = AI

for some ).. E <C, and assume that I is of polynomial growth at the cusp infinitYl that is:

uniformly in z E Vk +1 for some constant Q' > O. Put

(8.5)

that is:

(8.6) (
k + 1)2A=t(k+l-t)= -2- _p2.

\

Then f has a Fourier expansion of the form

k ~ ti.!(8.7) fez + ri k +1 ) = aor t + bor +l-t + L....J a(w )r--r- !{p(21rlwlr )e( (w, z))
wEA*,w;cO

provided that ,,\ f:. (k + 1)2 /4. For"\ = (k + 1)2 /4 the zeroth term must be replaced by
aor t + bort log r.

The proof requires a routine computation based on [48], p. 77, or the result may be drawn
from [47]. The next proposition is now obvious.

8.3 Proposition. Suppose that f E C2 (r\lH k+2
) satisfies the differential equation (8.4)

and is square integrable over a cusp sector at infinity:

[ If(P)1 2dv(P) < 00,J'P >< [l,oo[

where P is a fundamental parallelotope for A. Then f has a Fourier expansion of the fonn
(8.7), where

(i) ao = bo = 0 if A ~ (kt1)2 ,
(ii) bo = 0 if Re,,\ < 0,

(iii) ao = 0 if Re,,\ > O.
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§9. The Inner Product of Two Poincare Series

8.4 Proposition. Assurne that f E L2(r\lHk+2)nC2(r\llIk+2) satisfies (8.4) and (8.7),
and let Jl. E A#, Jl. f; 0, and Re s > k + 1. Then we have

(8.8) (f U (. -)) = C( I I) !p--.. . r(s - t)r(s - (k + 1 - t)) V ( )
, Jl ,s r 7]v 7T 47T Jl. ( k ) a Jl. ,rs--2

where V denotes the covolume of the lattice A in Vk+1 and 7] = Ir n {±I}I.

Proof. Let P be as in Proposition 8.3. Unfolding the Poincan~ series we obtain

and [31], p. 50, (26) yields the result. 0

§9. The Inner Product of Two Poincare Series

The aim of this paragraph is to compute the inner product of two Poincare series. We
maintain the notations established at the beginning of paragraph 8. In addition, let P
denote a fundamental parallelotope for A and V its vohune. For P E llI k+2 we always
write P = z + rik+l with z E Vk+1 and r > 0, and we denote by dz = dXQ /\ ... /\ dXk the

Lebesgue measure on Vk+lo Further, we tacitly write 17 = (~ ~).

Let p.., v E A# be elements with Jl. =f:. 0, v =f:. °and let s, t E <C, Re s > k + 1, Re t > k + 1.
The goal of the present paragraph is to compute the inner product

(9.1) ( Uk s) , Uv(o,l»r = JUp(P, s) Uv(P, t) dv(P),

:F

where :F denotes a fundamental domain for r in JHk+2. The final result will be collected
in Theorem 9.1. First we do the necessary computations. Additional hypotheses will be
introduced when required.

Unfolding the Poincare series in (9.1) we obtain:
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§9. Tbe Inner Product oE Two Poincare Series

00-J t e-2rrlvlrJU (P s) e-2rri(z ,v) dz~- r Il , r k+2 '

o P

(9.3) Ju1'(P, s}e-2,,;(%,u)dz

l'

- 2: Jr( 0"P}' e-27rll'lr(h%HI'+I-rI'r')-'+27rj( (%(u P),I')-(%,U) dz.

O'Er~ \r l'

First we determine the contribution of the elements a E r~ \r with , = 0: For, = 0 we
have a8* = 1 and hence by (1.11) lal181 = 1, that is, lai = 181 = 1 (since lal2 E 'll, 181 2 E ~).

By (1.22) and (1. 7) this implies:

z(aP) = (az + ß) 8
= CPa(z) a'8 + ß8
= CPa(z) + ß8

where cpa: Vk+l -+ Vk+1 is an orthogonal linear map (by [15], Proposition 3.6) and ß8 E
Vq n nJ = nV( J) (by Lemma 1.5). Denoting by cP~ the dual map of 'Pa with respect to
C,·) we obtain for the contribution of a to the right-hand side of (9.3)

(9.4) Jr' e-2"ll'lr+27r;(% ,"': (I')-v) dz = r' e- 27r ll'lrv 8",~ (I'),v

l'

(with I<ronecker's symbol 0). Incidentally, we have used that cp~(J.l) E A# , and this follows
from

(v,cp~(/L)) = (CPa(V) a'8, J.l) = (av8,/L) E 'll

for all v E A. Moreover, the consideration above yields that every a E r~\r with I = 0
has a representative with ß = O. Hence the number of elements (j E r~ \r with I = 0
is finite, and we let Cj.l.,V denote the number of elements (j E r~\r with 1 = 0 such that
cp~(J.l) = v. (Note that CIl,II = 0 if l/ll =I lvi·) We have now finished to compute the
contribution of the elements a E r~\r with , = 0 to the right-hand side of (9.2)

(9.5)
00

= CI',vVJr·+ t - k - l e-27r(11'1+lvl)r d;
o

= (21r(1J.l1 + Ivl))k+l-11-t r(s + t - k - l)CIl,1I V

= (41r 1J.lI)k+l-11-t r( 8 + t - k - l)CIl, V V.
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§9. Tbe Inner Product of Two Poincare Series

Second we deal with the contribution of the elements u E r~\r with , =1= 0 to the right
hand side of (9.3). To that end, le,t

(9.6) H(r):= L Jr(uP)'e-2"1I'lr(!'Yz+612+1-r12r2)-1+2"i«z(O'P),I')-(z,v» dz.

O'Er~ \r 'P
,:#0

Using (1.24) we obtain

H(r) =

Using Theorem 4.7 we rewrite the summation condition as follows:

(
/ (,*)-1 (z + ,-18 +W);;Y) )

. e - \ I'Y12 1z + 'Y-I" + W 12 + r 2 ' J1. - (z, v) dz

= r k+1
-& L

"YEnT(J)

(
~ 1 )

J exp -~TZT'+T (/(,*)-1Z,-1) )
. (lzl2 + 1)& e - \ r(lzl2 + 1) ,J.1. - r(z, v) dz,
Vk +1

where the generalized Kloosterman SUffi S(p, Vi ,) is defined by (4.5). Consider the last
integral: For 1,llarge the exponentials are nearly equal to one. Hence we decompose the
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§9. The Inner Product oE Two Poincare Series

contribution of H(r) to the right-hand side of (9.2) as follows:

00Jr'e-2rrlvlrH(r) r~:2
o

(9.7)

with

+

00

S(II. V' "V) J J e-21rir(z,v)
~ ,..., 2~ I r t -,,-l e-21rlvlr d d
LJ I I (lzl 2 + 1)" z r

.....enT(J) 'Y
! 0 V.lr+l

(9.8)

We evaluate the integral over Vk+1 on the right-hand side of (9.7): Obviously,

(9.9) -J-21Tir lvlxo J 1 d d d- e (2 2 2)8 Xl····· Xk Xo
X O +x1 +···+xk +1

IR R'"

J e-21Tirlvju J 1
= (2 ),,-k/2 du (2 2 )" dU1 ..... dv.k.u +1 u 1 +... +u k +1

IR Rk

Here we have by [48], p. 85:

+00 .

J e-21Tlrlvlu _ 2 8-k/2 ,,-(k+1)/2
(9.10) (1.1. 2 + 1),,-k/2 du - res _ k/2) 1f (Ivir) . K,,-(k+1)/2( 21f lvlr).

-00

Further, putting lo := 1 we have for k ;::: 1:

(9.11)

that is,

(9.12)
k-1 k-2

lk(s) = ll(S - -2-)· 11(S - -2-)····· 11(S).
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§9. The Inner Product oE Two Poincare Series

Since

( )
_ vrrr(.s-~)

I 1 s -- r(.s)

(see [48], p.6), we get from (9.9) - (9.13)

(9.14)
00

= 271"'!vl,-(k+l)/2r-1(s) Jr,-(k+l)/2-1 e-2"lvlrK'-(k+l)/2 (271" Ivlr) dr.

o

Now we introduce the additional hypothesis

(9.15) Ret > Res.

Then the last integral may be evaluated by means of [31), p. 50, (26), and we obtain

(9.16)

Collecting tenns from (9.2), (9.3) (9.5), (9.6), (9.7), (9.16) we obtain the following result.

9.1 Theorenl. Suppose that s, t are complex numbers with Re t > Re s > k + 1, and
let J-l, v E A# = (nV( J))# satisfy f-l f:. 0, v f:. O. Then we have

( UI' ( ., s) , Uv ( " t) )r

= (41r1J-lI)k+l-s-t r(s + t - k -1)CI',l1 V

(9.17) + 2k+2- 2t ,,-t+1+k/21 Is- t r(t + s - k - l)r(t - s) Z( .)
1r V r(s)r(t-k/2) f-l,V,S

""' S(J-l, v;,) ( )+ L.J 11J2-' RI',lI s, t; 1 ,
iEnT(J)

where RIl,v( s, tj 1) is given by (9.8) and where Z(J-l, Vj s) denotes the Linnik-Selberg series
(4.7). The function RIl,v(s, tj ,) satisfies the inequality

(9.18)
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§9. The Inner Product oE Two Poincare Series,

for same constant M > 0 (depenrung on s, t,l-', v), provided that Ret > Res + 1.

Proof: Having established (9.17) above, we still have to prove (9.18). To that end we split
in (9.8) the interval ]0, oo[ into the subintervals ]0, 1,1-2] and [1,1-2,00[. For brevity, put

Then the integral over ]0, 1,1-2
] gives a contribution to RIJ,lJ(s, t;,) which is dominated by

hl- 2

JrRe(t-.)-1 e-2rrlvlr J(Iz12 + 1)-R"lew - 11 dz dr

o Vk +1

(9.19)
hl- 2

< 21 (Re s) J rRe(t-,,)-l dr_ k+l

o

= 21r(k+1)/2r(Re s - (k + 1)/2) 1,1-2Re(t-")
Re(t - s)r(Res) .

and hence

lew - 11 :s: f Iwl(3'1l"1;I)V-1
v.lJ=)

< ~e31t'11J1
- 37rlttl
< _1_ e3 1t'11J1.
- rl,12

This implies, that the integral over [1,1- 2
, oo[ gives a contribution to RIJ,lJ(S, tj 1') which is

dominated by

00

111-2e3"1~1 J rRe(t-.)-2e-21rlvlr dr· J(lzl2 + 1)-Re. dz

hl- 2 Vk +1

00

= h+1 (Re s)e3"1~1111-2 J rRe(t-.)-2e-21rlvlrdr.

111- 2
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If moreover Re t > Re s + 1, then the last expression is dominated by

00

h+! (Re s )e31rlpll,I-2 J r Re(t-.)-2 e-21rlvlr dr '

111- 2

:S I k+1 (Re s )e3~11l1r(Re(t - s) - 1)(27r lvl) -Re(t-"-l) 1,1-2 .

Now (9.19) and (9.20) Yield (9.18). D

Combining (9.17) with (9.18) we get an interesting consequence: Suppose that Re t >
Res + 1 and fix t such that Ret > k + 2. Then (9.18) and Theorem 7.17 imply that

'" S(Jl, V; ,) ( )
L., 112" RJl,JJ 5, t; I

,EnT(J) ,

is a holomorphic function of s for Re t - 1 > Re s > (k +~)- 2, whereas the term involving
the Linnik-Selberg series on the right-hand side of (9.17) is holomorphic for

1
Ret -1 > Res > k + 2.

§10. A Lower Bound for the Snlallest Positive Eigenvalue of the Laplacian for
Congruence Subgroups Acting on Hyperbolic Spaces

The aim of paragraph 10 is to prove the main results described in the introduction. We
maintain the notations introduced in paragraph 8.

10.1 Theorem. Suppose that r < SVk ( (Q, q) is a congruence subgroup. Then the least
positive eigenvalue .Ar of the operator -6. acting on its domain in L2 (r\lH k+2

) satisfies

Ar 2: ~(2k + 1), if k 2: 1,

Ar1 > ~, if k = O.
- 16

Proof. The proof is based on ideas of Selberg [62] which were also used in [28], [43],[58],
[59]. We restrict to the case k ~ 1; the case k = 0 is dealt with in the same way.
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§10. Lower BOlll1d for the Sma11est Positive Eigenvalue

It suffices to prove the assertion for r = SVk( J, n). Assume to the contrary that there is
an eigenvalue ~1 of -~ with 0 < .Al < (2k + 1)/4. Then we have

k+l J(k+1)2k+l >t1 := -2-+ -2- -~1 >
1k+2'

that is, tl belongs to the half-plane of absolute convergence of the Linnik-Selberg series.

Denote by p( -.6.) the resolvent set of the unique self-adjoint extension
-Li: V -T L2(r\lli k+2)of the operator -~: Cü (r\IHk+2

) ~ L2(r\IH k+2), and let

(.A E p( -Li))

be the resolvent operator. As is weIl known from Selberg's theory of the eigenvalue problem
of the automorphic Laplacian, the operator R s(k+1-3) is holomorphic for Re s > k + 1
and meromorphic for Re s > (k + 1)/2 with at most finitely many poles of order oue in
Hk + 1)/2, k + 1] (see [21], [22],[30],[42], [44],[54],[61],[63], [67]).

Invoking (8.3), we have for I-l E A#, P E lH k+2

Here, Up(P, s + 1) is even holomorphic in s for Res> k, whereas the resolvent operator is
meromorphic in this half-plane. (Note that k ~ (k + 1)/2 since k ~ 1.) This implies that
UJ.l (P, s) is meromorphic in s for Re s > k. In particular, UIJ (P, s) has at most a simple
pole at s = t 1 • For brevity, put

.A=s(k+1-.s),

and we have
.A-.A1 =(s-t1 )(k+1-(s+t1 )).

Recall that for any f E L 2(r\IH k+2
),

where pr).! denotes the orthogonal projection of L2 (r\IH k+2
) onto the eigenspace of -6

for the eigenvalue .Al (see [41, V, §3, 5]). Computing the residue of UJ.l(P, s) at s = t1 , we
find
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§10. Lower Bound for the Sma11est Positive Eigenvalue

where VI, ... , Vp is an orthononnal basis of pr).l (L2(f\IHk+2
). The function Vj has a

Fourier expansion of the form (8.7) with ao = 0 (Proposition 8.3). For w E A#, w # 0 let
aj(w) be the w-th Fourier coefficient of Vj (1 ~ j ~ p). Then we have by (8.8)

res(Up.(P, s); s = t l )

(10.1) = -1),J7rV(47r11'1)(k+1)/2-', r~~:: =- ~;;~) t aj(I')v;(P).

Now we fix t E <C with Ret > k + 2, fix v E A# and obtain from (10.1) and (8.8)

(res(UpC,s);s = tl),ULI(',t»)r

= _1]2 rrV 2 ( 4rrl{Ll)(k+I)/2-t1 (4rrlvl)(k+l)/2-t.

f(2tl - k - 1) f(t - tl)f(t + t l - k - 1)
f(t l - k/2)' f(t - k/2)

p

.L aj({L)aj(v).

j=l

In particular, (10.2) reads for 1-L = v as follows:

(res(Up.(.,s)jS = t1),Up(.,t))r

= _ 2 V2(4 I l)k+l-t-t1 f(2t l - k - l)f(t - tl)f(t + t 1 - k - 1)
1] rr rr 1-L f(t l _ k/2)f(t _ k/2)

p

L laj(Il)1 2
•

j=l

Since Al is an eigenvalue of -6., we may choose J.l in such a way that the right-hand side
of (10.3) is different from zero. Then (UpC, s), UJl(" l»)r has a pole at S = t l • On the other
hand, Theorem 9.1 eombined with Theorem 7.17 implies that the latter sealar product is
holomorphie for Re s > k + 1/2. This eontradiction proves Theorem 10.1. 0

We proeeed to reformulate Theorem 10.1 in terms of orthogonal groups. For that end
we need the results of paragraph 3. This reformulation of Theorem 10.1 is contained in
Theorems A,B of the introduction. We shall indieate a proof now:

Proof of Theorems A,B: Let Q be rational quadratic form of signature (1, k + 2) which
is Q-isotropic. It is elementary to see that Q is (Q-equivalent to a quadratic fonn

A. (qo J.. q) = A. q
where q is negative definite with rational eoeffieients and

qO(YO,Yl,Y2) = Y~ -Y~ -yi
and A E Q, A > O. The statements then follow from Theorem 10.1 together with Lemma
3.1 and Remark 3.3. D
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